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I. Translator's Notes

This manga is kept in the original Japanese comic format and reads right to left. This
preserves the orientation of the original artwork and integrity ofthe medium it was
created on. All text bubbles, quote bubbles, and sound effects are to be read starting from
the upper right corner.

Sound effects have been translated and given stylized text throughout the manga where
appropriate. In cases where the Japanese text being erased would compromise the
original artwork, "SFX" is used below on the page for a translation.

All names in the manga have been kept in the original Japanese format by placing the
family name first, followed by the individual's name. Honorifics (-kun, -san, -chart) have
been omitted except in cases of -sensei, or teacher, in which case are translated as
Mr./Ms. when appropriate.

The page numbers on the manga pages correlate to those of the original Japanese manga
and not this reprint.

To begin reading this manga, startfrom the backofthis book



II. Analysis

Your Lie in April is an eleven volume manga that has been adopted into a 22-

episode anime series, as well as a live-action film. Arima Kousei, a fourteen year-old

piano prodigy, whose talent was fostered by his mother's incessant teaching from a

young age, struggles with the inability to hear the notes of the piano after his mother's

passing. His motivation to heal his mother through music ends after this tragic event and

the anime follows his decline and inability to play. One spring, however, Kousei meets a

free spirited violinist, Miyazono Kaori, who seeks to help him relearn piano and be able

to play once again. Kaori's personality and playing style stems from her terminal illness

and her desire to die without regrets by playing the way she wants. Her persistence to

teach this attitude to Kousei composes a majority of Your Lie in April, and the two

perform together on several occasions. Each time, Kousei struggles to hear the piano

notes while Kaori supports him, until the point when she can no longer perform herself.

The series ends with her undergoing surgery for her illness, while Kousei simultaneously

performs as a solo pianist in one of the biggest competitions in Eastern Japan. The

dramatic final performance of the anime is ofChopin's Ballade No. 1 in G Minor and

flashes between Kousei's playing and Kaori during her surgery; eventually, the scene

transforms into a duet with a ghost ofKaori accompanying Kousei with her violin. The

impact of this final scene contrasts the struggles the viewer has seen for the last twenty

episodes of Kousei being unable to play with him now performing one of the hardest

pieces within the piano repertoire skillfully and with emotion. While the anime's

popularity stems from its beautiful animation and the development of characters, the
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music throughout the series - ending with Chopin's Ballade No. 1 in G Minor - adds the

emotional depth needed to captivate the audience.

In order to understand the climactic scene of Kousei and Kaori's duet, it is

necessary to examine the origins ofChopin's ballades. Naming the four ballades as

"ballades" was the first significant move by Chopin. The pieces were named after a

popular literary genre at the time, the "ballad" - a poem with a narrative and unusual

theme.1 Consequently, he found himself inspired by works ofthe same title from Polish

poet Adam Mickiewicz, whose poetry invoked a sense ofnationalism for Chopin, who

was living as an emigrant in Paris at the time the First Ballade was composed. Although

Chopin's four ballades are said to be based on separate poems from Mickiewicz's

Ballady2, the overarching themes relate to alienation and isolation experienced by Polish

emigrants. The historical context of these poems and the struggles Polish emigrants faced

to find self-understanding parallels the journey of playing piano that Kousei undergoes in

Your Lie in April. While Chopin and many other Polish emigrants uprooted their lives to

live in a new and unfamiliar world filled with turmoil and chaos, they were able to find a

new life and way to live; Kousei, after leaving behind the piano for two years when his

mother passes, faces his own isolation and loss ofmotivation to play. Without the

direction and teachings ofhis mother, the alienation from the musical bond with his

mother is lost, and he must find himselfagain through establishing a new musical life

taught by Kaori.

1Regina Smendzianka, Jak grac Chopina: Proba odpowiedzi—Utwory nafortepian z orkiestrq (Poland:
Warszawa: Miedzynardodowa Fundacja, 2005). Translation by Jerzy Ossowski.
2Jim Samson, Chopin: The Four Ballades (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 12-13.
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With the background information ofhow Chopin composed his First Ballade, the

structure of the ballade itself can be observed. This ballade begins in a 4/4 time signature

and moves into 6/4 and finally, into cut time for the coda, giving it a feeling of being in 2.

Another component of the first ballade is its key: G minor. The key ofG minor during the

baroque, classical, and romantic periods was often associated with sadness and tragedy.3

Chopin's selection of a key known for its sorrowful sound mirrors the emotions he felt

when composing in Paris, alongside the content of the Ballady poems. The ballade itself

moves through G minor, Eb major, a quick A minor into its parallel key of A major, and

ends in G minor, but all with respect to the introduction's Ab major Neapolitan chord that

is set up and resolved later in the piece.

As the "ballade" title would suggest, a narrative is created within Ballade No. 1

through using the sonata form. The sonata form is composed of an exposition,

development, and recapitulation, and Chopin chooses to add an optional introduction and

coda to his 10-minute piece. An introduction leads the listener into the themes presented

in the exposition. In the case of Ballade No. 1, the first theme is followed by a transition

and then a second theme is introduced in the parallel major. Following this, the

development section of the piece expands on the thematic material that was introduced,

embellishing the material with variations in rhythm or by modulating into a related key.

The development ends with another transition into the recapitulation, and the original

theme is introduced yet again. Following this, the coda offers ending material outside of

the rest of the piece and concludes the sonata. The format ofChopin's Ballade No. 1 can

be seen in Figure 1 with its movement of keys and each theme being expressed with

3Rita Steblin, AHistory ofKey Characteristics inthe Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries (Ann
Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, 1983).



roman numerals as well as indication for themes that have variations.

Intro. Exposition Development Reprise Coda
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Figure 1. Structure of Chopin's Ballade No. 1in G Minor.4

Most notably in the First Ballade is the symmetry Chopin implements with the key

signatures. In the recapitulation (or reprise),Theme II is introduced before the first theme

to create a balanced structure in this ballade. The symmetry of the piece itself gives a

sense of commonality among each section and a level ofmutual interaction between the

themes.5 The anime responds to this symmetry through its scenes of Kousei performing

the piece alone for the first half when themes are established, and with Kaori in the latter

half, when themes are reintroduced.

Through the sonata form, use ofa seemingly sad key, and Ballady poems to base

the piano work on, Chopin's first ballade is able to set the dramatic tone needed for the

climactic final scene of Your Lie in April. In the anime, the performance starts with

Kousei playing alone and his friends in the audience cheering him on. As he plays,

Kousei's thoughts of the same friends and how they have supported him in the past are

shown; the positive flashbacks shift into Kousei as a child unable to hear piano notes, but

then manages to think of images of Kaori and her support for him. The few seconds ofa

small, traumatized Kousei and Kousei's ability to alter the negative thoughts into those of

Kaori show his growth as a musician from the series. Whereas before, an entire

performance would have stopped after the intrusive thoughts, Kousei's quick switch to

4Jim Samson, Chopin: The Four Ballades, 47.
5Samson, Chopin: The Four Ballades.
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Kaori best emphasizes his quote, "From the moment we meet someone, we can no longer

be alone."6

As the transition of the exposition begins the anime transitions from exposition to

real time with Kousei at the piano. The transition continues with dialogue between

Kousei and Kaori, until the final chord of the transition, in which the two's hands touch.

The rapid movement from ascending and descending arpeggios in the right hand before

landing on the chord creates a sense of urgency and desire for resolution; the listener

yearns for a chord to pause on after the chaotic movement of lines. The chord Kousei

lands on is a V in the relative major, Bb major, and this half cadence sets up an expected

relative major usage in Theme II. However, Chopin deceives the listener by adding an

unusual tone - the 7th of the chord - to take the listener to the new and unexpected key of

Eb major. During Theme II, in the anime, Kousei is seen talking to Kaori by himself, and

the scene transforms into a blue sky scenery with just Kousei at the piano and snow

falling around him. As Theme II comes to an end and lands on G natural in the left hand,

indicating another key change into A minor, Kaori thanks Kousei, and an apparition of

her begins to appear.

The modulation into A minor establishes the beginning of the development

portion of Ballade No. 1's sonata form. Kousei initially plays the development alone,

introducing Theme I', a variant of the first theme, in preparation for Kaori's

accompaniment. As Theme I' closes, the cadence in measure 106 lands on a major I

chord; Kaori's first note she plays is this fortissimo chord, presenting the key change into

the parallel major, A major. Kaori and Kousei play together for Theme IF and while

Kousei plays the original piano part written by Chopin, Kaori's line is mainly melodical

6Naoshi Arakawa, PS8lt%<Dq&(Kodansha, 2015), 116. Translation by Alexis Diller.
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and follows the original Theme II with variantsadded. The improvisation of the line

Kaori adds expresses her playful attitude and free-spirited approach towards the piece,

showing her desire to not leave behind regrets in her life or performancewith Kousei.

The transition following the varied theme ends with an emphasis on Kousei's partwhile

Kaori plays her chords at a quiet volume with her chords until measure 138 is reached,

when Theme III begins.

Theme III, and the last of the development portion of the ballade, sets its key in

Eb major, much like the endof the Exposition. Theme III is presented asa waltz7 and its

playful demeanor is executed by Kaori playing her violin pizzicato8. She returns back to

playing with her bow and accompanying Kousei with chords, while Kousei builds

intensity through a descending chromatic scale. Following this, Kaori's reprise of the

theme is the loudest she has played yet. Her true expression and lyrical style is expressed

with this theme, and the playing between the two reflects all Kaori has taught Kousei

throughout the series. However, shortly after when Theme I is reintroduced in measure

194, Kaori stops playing. Her dramatic ending here is symbolic of their relationship from

the anime; throughout the series, Kaori has helped Kousei with his playing and supported

him. When the first time Theme II was introduced in the exposition, Kousei played alone.

This mirrors Kousei's childhood of playing without Kaori, yet his ability to play once

again after his mother passes is depicted by the reprisal of the theme with her this time.

Nonetheless, as Theme I enters the reprise, Kousei is alone. This foreshadows a future

without Kaori in which Kousei must regain his abilities and continue to play the piano

without her support and find his own musical voice. She is still present in the scene as he

(p^ 7Jim Samson, Chopin: The Four Ballades, 47.
8Plucking the strings, asopposed tousing a bow.
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as he performs Theme I, but only as an apparitionand a product of his thoughts. As the

coda begins in measure 208, Kaori turns looks at Kousei; her apparition begins to fade.

The music in the ballade becomes more sporadic with jumping arpeggios in the right

hand while theapparition of Kaori is seen with sakura9 petals flying outof herchest. The

falling glissando at measure 247 pairs the last of the sakura petals and the last image of

Kaori. Her image is gone and Kousei arrives back in the key of G minor —the original

key brings the listener back to the home tonality of the piece and the original setting of

Kousei on stage at the Eastern Japan Piano Competition. The emotional ending to the

piece involves Kousei playing alone and shedding a tear as he plays the final chord as a

final goodbye.

The feelings left from Chopin's First Ballade in G Minor with the final scene

between Kaori and Kousei are impactful and emotional. The changes in music and

different sections of sonata form create chaotic ups and downs of music, representing the

ups and downs experienced during a lifetime. Pairing the tragic music with the scenes

between the two characters and their last performance before Kaori dies strengthens the

emotional impact of this final scene. Chopin's ballades and their overarching theme of

isolation and sadness from his time in Paris resonate with the isolation Kousei now

experiences with the loss of Kaori. However, just as Kousei is able to play the final theme

without her accompaniment, his musical journey will continue without her, and he will

use thoughts of her to support him as he continues ahead.

Japanese cherry blossoms.
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Your Lie in April /Inserted Piece

Chopin - Ballade No. 1 in G Minor, Op. 23

el(b\

As you can imagine from its title, the "Ballade", a dramatic
work with an introduction, development, and conclusion is
incredibly popular with classical fans. Among Chopin's four
written ballades, only Ballade No. 1 opens with a violent and
flared up beginning, giving a foretaste ofthe tragic ending ofthe
piece. This piece, said to be inspired by Polish poet Mickiewicz's
"Ballad", entangles, in an astonishing fashion, war and sorrow
with the happiness ofpeace, and hectically unfolds.

After the opening, a drifting, sorowful melody is played and
little by little gets more violent, while a brass fanfare continues
the feeling through a chord and the beautifully beloved melody
from the piece is introduced.The right hand's wide range and
quick sound and the left hand's jump; everywhere, the piece
demands an advanced technique.

In addition, it is the quiet beginning and midle sections that
call for the musical performer's true value. It is in these sections
that the sound is sparse and simple that reveal the pianist's spirit
and diverse timbre. Through a meeting and paiting with a friend,
Kousei's life becomes colorful. Through Chopin's music, these
experiences and emotions are carried to the listener.

Pianist/Kanno Masaki: Tokyo UniversityoftheArts
Musashino Music University lecturer
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